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INTRODUCTION 

 i 

 In Post-Conquest times Mayan scribes kept alive an apparently Pre-Columbian custom of 

transcribing or renewing the sacred books in their charge. This custom, in fact, seems to have survived 

down to the present if the reports from such towns as X-Cacal Guardia, Chan Cah, Chum Pom, and 

Dzitnup are true. As early as the latter part of the 16
th
 century Mayan scribes began transcribing their 

material in the Latin script, and abandoned the general use of hieroglyphs. In the colonial manuscripts 

available to us there is only a scant use of hieroglyphs, and those glyphs which are shown are remote 

in execution from their Pre-Columbian counterparts. 

 The material compiled in this book is that portion of the various pieces of Yucatecan Mayan 

Colonial literature which has a basis in hieroglyphs or Pre-Columbian oral narrative. This material 

was copied and recopied throughout the 17
th
, 18

th
, and 19

th
 centuries, often times from books which 

were apparently in poor condition. Judging from the various Colonial manuscripts which are presently 

available to us, the usual damage which these books sustained included worm holes, water stains, lost 

bindings, and torn leaves. There is also ample evidence that sometimes the scribes were copying from 

books in which pages were lost or out of order. 

 Aside from the poor physical condition of the books available to us, there are also the 

problems of lack of uniformity in orthography, punctuation, and word division along with indications 

of carelessness, ignorance, or both, on the part of the scribes. It is fortunate, then, that much of the 

material presented in this book comes from more than one of the extant Yucatecan Mayan Colonial 

manuscripts. Were this not so, understanding and editing this material would be very difficult at best. 

As it is, it is possible to compare parallel versions of certain texts, and, even where the text is not clear 

in some of the versions, to be able to suggest an intelligible edited version of the text. 

 Comparisons of the various parallel versions of Mayan Colonial texts have been undertaken 

since the mid 1800's. Pío Pérez, Berendt, Brinton, and Tozzer have all done some comparative work 

on a limited number of texts. The two principal scholars, however, are Alfredo Barrera Vasquez and 

Ralph L. Roys. 

 Roys did much comparative work in the preparation of such publications as The Book of 

Chilam Balam of Chumayel, The Prophecies for the Maya Tuns or Years (in this book lines 

C001-C568), and The Katun Prophecies of the Books of Chilam Balam, Series I (lines D001-D569). 

Roys chose one version as the basic text, and when significant variants occurred in other texts, he 

either noted these between the lines or in footnotes. Pierre Ventur, in his Maya Ethnohistorian: The 

Ralph L. Roys Papers, provides the location of Roys' unpublished manuscripts and studies. 

 Barrera Vasquez did comparative work in preparation for his book El Libro de los Libros de 

Chilam Balam. Barrera Vasquez broke each text into short clauses or phrases and then presented the 

transcribed text from each of the sources in parallel vertical columns, with identical or similar clauses 

or phrases given on the same line. The published portion of this comparative work appears in 

Horoscopos Mayas (lines A140-A212), and The Maya Chronicles (lines G001-G301). The remainder 

is in the possession of his heirs in Mérida. A carbon copy of all his original comparative work is at the 

Peabody Museum of Harvard University among various works originally belonging to the Carnegie 

Institute. 

 In this book, the transcripts from the Mayan Colonial texts and the edited versions are 

presented according to Barrera's method. There are two major differences, however. First, in this book 

the texts are broken up into longer segments. An attempt is made here to have each line represent a 

sentence or at least a complete clause or phrase. Second, in preparation for El Libro de los Libros de 

Chilam Balam, Barrera Vasquez did not work on texts which did not have parallel versions nor on 

texts which were primarily calendrical or numerical. Both of these types of texts are included in this 

book as well. 

 

Table of Contents 

 The following table presents a list of the material in this book. The Mayan titles in most 

instances are suggested by the Mayan texts themselves. The titles are presented in the order in which 

they appear within this book. The line numbers indicate where the text is to be found in this book and 

consist of two parts. A letter (A through J) gives the section in which the text is to be found, and a 

number indicates the location of the text within that section. Briefly, the material presented in the 

sections is as follows: Section A contains various short calendrical discussions. Sections B through E 

progress from day prognostications (Section B), year prognostications (Section C), to katun 

prognostications (Sections D and E). Section F is a loose collection of katun prognostications. Section 

G is composed of three series of historical notes related to the katuns. Section H is a transcription of 

the first twelve pages from the Chumayel. Section I is a series of riddles posed to town officials and 

nobility to test the legitimacy of their claims to their positions. Section J is a collection of prophecies 

by Chilam Balam and other Ah Kinoob. 

 In order to gain more information about the source or sources for a particular title the reader 

should refer to the section indicated. There, at the head of each transcription, is the name of the book 

and page number or numbers from which that transcription was taken. An introduction at the 

beginning of each section describes in more detail the text or texts presented in that section, and in 

special instances, the peculiarities or points of interest which are to be found in the section. 

 

Table of Contents 

Title Lines 

u kaba kin A001-A026 

u kinil uinaloob A030-A054 

lay zihci uinal A060-A134 

u mutil uinic zanzamal A140-A206 

ah tocoob A220-A252 

u ziyan chac A260-A299 

u uichoob u uoohil A320-A428 

u xocaan u bubukil haaboob A440-A480 

u buk xoc kin A520-A542 

u buk xoc tun A560-A599 

zac patay haabil A600-A650 

uchic tu cuch haab uaxac ahau A680-A724 

u buk xoc ahau katun A730-A755 

u xoc kin B001-B519 
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u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob B550-B808 

prologue to the cuceb Ca01-Ca34 

cuceb C001-C568 

u uuɔ katunoob I D001-D569 

u uuɔ katunoob II Ea01-E816 

comparison of u uuɔ katunoob I & II - - - 

u uuɔ katunoob III F001-F447 

u kahlay u xocaan katunoob I G001-G171 

u kahlay u xocaan katunoob II G200-G225 

u kahlay u xocaan katunoob III G240-G301 

ti can titzil caan H001-H074 

lic u ximbal ah itza H080-H356 

zuyua than y naat I001-I645 

u tzol than ah kinoob J001-J462 

 

 

Table of Comparative Work 

 The following table presents a list of the material in this book and indicates whether Roys or 

Barrera Vasquez did comparative work on the text represented by the title. 

Table of Comparative Work 

Title Comparative Work 

u kaba kin - -    

u kinil uinaloob - -    

lay zihci uinal - -    

u mutil uinic zanzamal Barrera Vasquez (1943, ms) 

ah tocoob - -    

u ziyan chac - -    

u uichoob u uoohil Barrera Vasquez (ms) 

u xocaan u bubukil haaboob - -    

u buk xoc kin - -    

u buk xoc tun - -    

zac patay haabil - -    

uchic tu cuch haab uaxac ahau - -    

u buk xoc ahau katun - -    

u xoc kin - -    

u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob - -    

prologue to the cuceb - -    

cuceb Barrera Vasquez (ms), 

 Roys (1949b) 

u uuɔ katunoob I Barrera Vasquez (ms), 

 Roys (ms) 

u uuɔ katunoob II Barrera Vasquez (ms), 

 Roys (ms) 

comparison of u uuɔ katunoob I & II - -    

u uuɔ katunoob III Barrera Vasquez (ms) 

u kahlay u xocaan katunoob I Barrera Vasquez (1949) 

u kahlay u xocaan katunoob II - -    

u kahlay u xocaan katunoob III - -    

ti can titzil caan - -    

lic u ximbal ah itza - -    

zuyua than y naat Barrera Vasquez (ms) 

u tzol than ah kinoob Barrera Vasquez (ms) 

 

 

Table of Translated Material 

  The following table presents a list of the material in this book and notes which scholars did 

translations of the text represented by the title. (Note: for an English translation of the Solís Alcalá 

translation of the Códice Pérez see Craine and Reindorp (1979)) 

Table of Translated Material 

Title Translations 

u kaba kin Bricker and Miriam (2002) 

 Edmonson (1982:179-180) 

 Makemson (1951:74-75)  

 Solís Alcalá (1949:183-185, 343) 

u kinil uinaloob Bricker and Miriam (2002) 

 Edmonson (1982:179-180) 

 Makemson (1951:74-75) 

 Mediz Bolio (1930:38) 

 Roys (1933:85) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:101, 343) 

lay zihci uinal Mediz Bolio (1930:70-72) 

 Roys (1933:116-119) 

u mutil uinic zanzamal Bricker and Miriam (2002) (3 locatios) 

 Barrera Vasquez (1943, 1948:121-124) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:185-187) 

ah tocoob Bricker and Miriam (2002) 

 Edmonson (1982:180-181) 

 Makemson (1951:75-76) 
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 Mediz Bolio (1930:72) 

 Roys (1933:118) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:345) 

u ziyan chac Solís Alcalá (1949:183-185) 

u uichoob u uoohil Barrera Vasquez (1948:150-153) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:175-183, 327-329)  

u xocaan u bubukil haaboob     Edmonson (1982:182-184) 

 Makemson (1951:73-74) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:241-245, 275) 

u buk xoc kin Solís Alcalá (1949:245) 

u buk xoc tun Bricker and Miriam (2002) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:247, 341-343) 

zac patay haabil Edmonson (1982:168-171) 

 Makemson (1951:66-68) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:247-249, 297) 

uchic tu cuch haab uaxac ahau  Solís Alcalá (1949:249-251) 

u buk xoc ahau katun Solís Alcalá (1949:253) 

u xoc kin Edmonson (1982:115-129) 

 Makemson (1951:81-94) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:5-49, 103-129, 277-297)  

u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob Bricker and Miriam (2002) 

 Roys (1931:349-350) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:187-195) 

prologue to the cuceb Bricker and Miriam (2002) 

cuceb Barrera Vasquez (1948:101-120) 

 Edmonson (1982:69-112) 

 Makemson (1951:3-26) 

 Roys (1949b:165-178) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:199-227) 

u uuɔ katunoob I Barrera Vasquez (1948:49-67) 

 Bricker and Miriam (2002) 

 Edmonson (1982:42-45, 57-59, 61-63, 

  68-69, 135-140, 145-147, 152-153, 

  157-161, 165-168, 172-175, 182) 

 Makemson (1951:47-57, 71-73) 

 Mediz Bolio (1930:29-30, 85-86) 

 Roys (1933:77-79, 133-134, 

  1954:37-45) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:153-175, 

  255, 299-325) 

u uuɔ katunoob II Barrera Vasquez (1948:68-85) 

 Edmonson (1982:22-24, 29-31, 54-55, 59-60, 

  63-68, 113-115, 140-142, 147-151) 

 Makemson (1951:58-66) 

 Mediz Bolio (1930:100-112) 

 Roys (1933:147-163) 

comparison of u uuɔ katunoob I & II - - 

u uuɔ katunoob III Barrera Vasquez (1948:86-94, 147-149) 

 Edmonson (1982:15-20, 34-41, 45-54) 

 Makemson (1951:36-47) 

 Mediz Bolio (1930:53-60) 

 Roys (1933:98-106) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:227-239) 

u kahlay u xocaan katunoob I   Barrera Vasquez (1948:35-43, 1949:26-44)  

 Edmonson (1982:3-11, 162-164) 

 Makemson (1951:68-70) 

 Mediz Bolio (1930:87-91) 

 Roys (1933:135-138) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:265-271) 

u kahlay u xocaan katunoob II  Barrera Vasquez (1949:46-48) 

 Mediz Bolio (1930:91-93) 

 Roys (1933:139-140) 

u kahlay u xocaan katunoob III Barrera Vasquez (1949:50-53) 

 Mediz Bolio (1930:93-95) 

 Roys (1933:140-143) 

ti can titzil caan Mediz Bolio (1930:17-19) 

 Roys (1933:63-65) 

lic u ximbal ah itza Mediz Bolio (1930:19-29) 

 Roys (1933:66-77) 

zuyua than y naat Barrera Vasquez (1948:131-143) 

 Mediz Bolio (1930:40-52,  80-85) 

 Roys (1933:88-98, 126-131) 

u tzol than ah kinoob Barrera Vasquez (1948:94-101, 

  125-130, 144-146) 

 Lizana (1893:37r-39r) 

 Edmonson (1982:25-26, 56-57, 

  142-144, 185-194) 

 Makemson (1951:26-36) 

 Mediz Bolio (1930:73-79, 114-120) 

 Roys (1933:120-125, 164-169) 

 Solís Alcalá (1949:133-153, 329-337) 
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List of Mayan Colonial Sources Presented in this Book 

 Among a number of publications about Post-Conquest Mayan literature, the more recent one 

is by Gibson and Glass in Volume 15 of the Handbook of Middle American Indians, “Guide to 

Ethnohistorical Sources” (1975: 379-391). The article is a good guide, not only to the originals and 

facsimiles of the Colonial texts, but also to the more important literature published about them. The 

following is a list of sources for the texts used in this book with a table of contents appended to each 

entry. Much of the information, including the location of originals and facsimiles, is abstracted from 

the work of Gibson and Glass. The table of contents is presented in three columns. The first column is 

the page or folio numbering from the source text. The use of page or folio numbering is suggested by 

what seems to be the most common usage for a particular book. In the second column is the title or 

description of the text. For texts which are not presented in this book but for which parallel texts from 

other sources have been found, there is a note stating where the parallel texts are. In the last column 

the location of the transcript of the text in this book is given if it has been transcribed here. 

 Unless otherwise noted, the language of the texts is Yucatecan Mayan. 

 

The Books of Chilam Balam 

 The Books of Chilam Balam are the major sources of the material presented in this book. 

These books are named after the prophet (chilam in Mayan) Balam (a family name) whose prophecies 

appear in Section J. With the exception of the Códice Pérez, each of these books also bears a place 

name or the name of its compiler to distinguish it from the others. (e.g. Chilam Balam of Chumayel, 

Chilam Balam of Tuz Ik, etc.) A quick glance at the various tables of contents of the various books 

will show that each compiler differed in his preference for the type of material that he wanted to 

include. There is also no particular order in which these books were compiled. 

 

Chan Cah: 130 pages; 16 by 11 cm. 

 Compiled by Apolonio Camal, 1834. 

 Place compiled: not given. 

 Original: Museo Nacional de Antropologia, Mexico, D.F. 

 Copies: photographs at University of Pennsylvania. Photographs in the publication by Grupo 

Dzibil. 

 Transcripts: Grupo Dzibil (1982b), Hires (1981) 

 Alternate names: Chan Kan, Peto. 

 

 Note 1: This book is called Chan Kan by the University of Pennsylvania Museum 

Library, but no town known by that name has come to our attention. On the other 

hand, various towns between Peto and the neighborhood of Chan Santa Cruz 

Carrillo Puerto are called Chan Cah (little town) and I assume that one of these is 

meant here. Unfortunately, there are no references to a town in the notes on pages 

131-132. This manuscript is also referred to as the “Peto Ms” in Ventur’s Maya 

Ethnohistorian. 

 Note 2: The University of Pennsylvania photographic copy has reproduced two 

pages twice and has given different numbers to these pages. Thus page 24 is also 

page 26 and page 25 is also page 27, and the remaining page numbers are therefore 

all given as being two greater than they really are. The Dzibil reproduction corrects 

this error, and the page numbering given here follows this correction. 

 

  1-4    u mutil uinic zanzamal A140-206 

  5-23   Spanish almanac (pp. 5-15 similar to 

 Na pp. 27-28 and Tekax pp. 25-26) 

 24-26   u tok benas (Na pp. 28-30, Pérez pp. 39-41, 

 Tekax pp. 26-28) 

  26     ul ɔuloob, 1513 

 26-32   Christian doctrine; genesis (Kaua pp. 146-150) 

 32-33   planets 

 33-39   Spanish almanac 

  40     u mutil uinic zanzamal A140-142 

 40-45   circumcision almanac 

 45-49   medicines 

 50-61   Christian doctrine; genesis (continued from pp. 26-32) (Kaua pp. 150-157) 

 61-67   disease almanac (pp. 63-67 similar to Kaua pp. 

 133-135, Pérez pp. 25-30) 

 67-72   medicines 

 72-96   Teodora (Kaua pp. 99-117, Pérez pp. 31-37) 

 97-113  medicines 

113-118  u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob B550-649 

118-119  birth prognostications for the days of the week 

120-125  Christian doctrine 

  125    rough Mayan calendar wheel 

  126  ul ɔuloob, 1513 

126-129  medicines 

129-130  baptisms, local notes; 1811-1840 

 

 

Chumayel: 58 leaves (1, 50, and 55 missing); 20 by 14 cm. 

 Compiled by Juan Jose Hoil, 1782. 

 Place compiled: Chumayel. 

 Original: Princeton University Library. 

 Copies: Photographs in Gordon (1913); Maler (1887?). 

 Transcripts: Barrera Vasquez (1949, ms), Berendt (1869), Roys (1933). 
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 Note: Because the Gordon photo-reproduction of the Chumayel is the most accessible 

copy of this manuscript, the Gordon page numeration is given here even though it is clear 

both from the text and the folio numbering that folios 1, 50, and 55 are missing. Beginning 

with the upper right-hand corner of page 3, which is the recto side of folio 3, there is the 

folio number “3”, on page 5 the folio number “4”, etc., with these folio numberings 

continuing on the recto side of the folios through the rest of the manuscript. This folio 

numbering continues uninterrupted through folio 49, and then jumps to folio 51. The next 

jump occurs between folio 54 and folio 56, with a sheet of paper of different quality 

inserted in between the two folios which reads on the recto side “aqui falta una hoja”. 

  1-2    ti can titzil caan H001-074 

  3-12   lic u ximbal ah itza H080-356 

 13-15   u uuɔ katunoob I (11 ahau katun) D001-012 

 15-22   Mayan history, coming of the Spaniards 

  23     u kinil uinaloob A030-054 

  24     note of a birth date 

  25     the armorial bearings of Yucatan 

 26-27   notes on astronomy 

 28-42   zuyua than y naat I001-458 

 42-48   u uuɔ katunoob III F112-356 

 48-56   mixed Mayan-Spanish doctrine 

  57     drawing of death 

 58-60   mixed Mayan-Spanish doctrine 

 60-63   lay zihci uinal A060-134 

  62     u kaba kin A001-026 

  62     ah tocoob A220-252 

 63-64   Spanish conquest 

 64-67   u tzol than ah kinoob J066-214 

 67-71   zuyua than y naat I460-645 

  71     ritual 

 72-74   u uuɔ katunoob I D001-596 

 74-77   u kahlay u xocaan katunoob I G001-171 

 77-78   u kahlay u xocaan katunoob II G200-225 

 78-81   u kahlay u xocaan katunoob III G240-301 

 81-82   local notes 

  83     katun rectangle 

  84     local notes 

 85-86   historical notes 

 86-100  u uuɔ katunoob II Ea01-816 

  101    note: aqui falta una hoja 

102-103  Christian doctrine 

103-107  u tzol than ah kinoob J001-418 

Ixil: 43 leaves; 21.5 by 14.6 cm. 

 Compiler's name and date not given. 

 Place compiled: not given. 

 Original: Museo Nacional de Antropologia, Mexico, D.F. 

 Copies: photostatic negatives at Tozzer Library (CA7c436.ti3). Photographs by Anders, 

Akademische Druck (in press). 

 Transcripts: anonymous, Berendt (1869), Pérez (1837). 

 Note: The Roys page numbers 27a through 44a correspond to pages 1v through 18v, 

and 1b through 26a correspond to pages 19r through 44v. The Roys numbering system 

with a number plus “a” indicating the verso of one folio and the same number plus “b” 

indicating the recto of the next folio is used in Roys' article about the Ixil, The Book of 

Chilam Balam of Ixil (1946), which is the most available description at this time. Roys 

used this numbering system to refer to the photostatic plates which showed the book 

opened up resulting in the verso of one folio being shown with the recto of the next 

folio. Roys worked from the Tozzer Library photostats, and for some reason these 

photostats are missing the title page. To further complicate matters, the manuscript from 

the time of Carrillo y Ancona had been separated into two parts. The result was that 

Roys would have had problems in deducing where this manuscript actually started, and 

in fact mistakenly chose the second part as the beginning of the manuscript whereas the 

forth-coming Akademische Druck edition shows the correct order of the manuscript. 

 Mention should be made of the fact that at present the manuscript has 43 leaves. It 

would thus appear that one or more leaves are missing. Some intrusive hand numbered 

the leaves 1 through 18, apparently in connection with the process of the photo-

reproduction, because the verso of the left-hand folio carries the same number as  the 

recto of its facing right-hand folio. 

   1r title page 

  1v-5r biblical material I 

  5v-18v medicines 

 19r-19v u buk xoc kin A520-555 

   20r u kinil uinaloob A030-055 

   20r u kaba kin A001-026 

   20v ah tocoob A220-252 

 21r-21v diagram and explanation of lunar and solar eclipses 

 22r-33v Spanish almanac 

   34r diagram and explanation of the European cosmos 

   34v zodiac table and explanation 

   35r u mutil uinic zanzamal A140-212 

 35v-39v u xoc kin B001-519 

 40r-41v biblical material II 

 42r-43v zodiac tables 
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Kaua: 282 pages; 22 by 17 cm. 

 Compiler's name not given; 1789. 

 Place compiled: not given. 

 Original: Princeton University Library (pp. 5-6, 9-14, 21-22, 161-188). Location of 

remaining pages unknown. Copies: photographs by Maler (1887?). photographs by Gates of 

Maler's (1900's). 

 Transcripts: anonymous, Barrera Vasquez (1943, ms), Berendt (1869), Bricker and Miriam 

(2002). 

 Translation: Bricker and Miriam (2002). 

 The tables of numbers on pages 4, 33-34, and 278-282 are copied from Beltrán's Arte de el 

Idioma Maya. 

 

   1     Title page 

   2     planet diagram 

   3     drawing of a bird 

   4     correlation between Spanish and Mayan numbers 

   5     drawing of lions 

  6-10   medicines 

   10    katun wheel 

 11-12   u mutil uinic zanzamal A140-212 

   13    correlation of Mayan and Christian calendars 

   14    u mutil uinic zanzamal A140-212 

   15    correlation of Mayan and Spanish medical terms 

   16    drawing of hand showing musical relationships 

 17-18   illegible 

   19    length of days throughout the year, in Spanish 

   20    u kaba kin A001-026 

   20    u ziyan chac, ah tocoob A220-299 

   21    u mutil uinic zanzamal A140-212 

 22-23   Spanish almanac (Pérez pp. 41-43, Tizimin f. 21v) 

 24-25   blood letting during Christian calendar months 

 26-31   Spanish almanac 

   32    local notes, baptisms 

 33-34   multiplication tables 

 35-51   planets and diseases 

 52-53   movable fiestas 

 54-71   u xoc kin (Na pp. 3-14, Tekax pp. 1-11; not transcribed) 

   72    u kinil uinialoob A030-054 

 73-98   zodiac from Spanish almanac (Na pp. 15-21, Pérez pp. 1-24, Tekax pp. 12-19) 

  (88)   medicines 

 99-117  Teodora (Chan Cah pp. 74-98, Pérez 31-37) 

(109-110) medicines, in Spanish 

118-132  astrology, in Spanish 

 (128)   Mayan uinal days 

133-135  disease almanac (Chan Cah pp. 63-67, Pérez pp. 25-30) 

135-137  medicines 

138-139  eclipses, in Spanish 

140-145  Spanish almanac 

145-146  Pater Noster, Credo, in Latin 

146-165  biblical creation and Christian doctrine (Chan Cah pp. 26-32, 50-61) 

166-171  u uuɔ katunoob I D001-569 

171-172  u buk xoc tun A560-599 

172-173  medicines, in Spanish 

174-275  medicines 

275-276  prologue to the cuceb, in Spanish Ca01-a35 

276-278  u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob B550-649 

278-282  correlation of Mayan, Spanish, and Arabic numbers 

 

 

Mani: see Códice Pérez. 

 

Na:  36 leaves, 26 by 19 cm. 

 Compiled by Jose Secundino Na / Jose Maria Na, 1857-1873. 

 Place compiled: Teabo. 

 Original: Princeton University Library. 

 Copies: photographic reproduction by Gates at Tozzer Library (CA7c436na2.). 

 Photographic reproduction by P.U.L. in Gubler and Bolles (2000). 

 

 Note: pages 4 through 37 of the Na are almost an exact copy of the Chilam Balam 

of Tekax, and is the only book of Chilam Balam for which the source book still 

exists. It is presumed that the Tekax was more complete, containing pages 1 and 2 

of the Na, and given that page 1 of the Na contains the later part of an almanac for 

January, then yet more pages are missing from the Tekax, and perhaps also the Na. 

 

   1     Spanish almanac for January 

   2     u kinil uinaloob A030-054 

  3-14   u xoc kin (Kaua pp. 54-71, Tekax pp. 1-11; not transcribed) 

 15-21   zodiac from Spanish almanac (Kaua pp. 73-98, Pérez pp. 1-24, Tekax pp. 12-19) 

 21-28   planets and related diseases (Tekax pp. 19-26, Pérez pp. 38-39) 

 28-29   u tok benas (Chan Cah pp. 24-28, Pérez pp. 39-41, Tekax pp. 26-28) 

 30-54   medicines (Tekax pp. 29-36) 

 55-64   local notes and baptisms 
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Oxkutzcab: see Códice Pérez 

 

Códice Pérez:  191 numbered pages plus some unnumbered pages; 

 24 by 16 cm. 

 Compiled by Juan Pío Pérez, 1837. 

 Place compiled: Mérida. 

 Original: unknown. Supposedly at the Museo Nacional de Antropologia, Mexico, D.F., but a 

recent search (1994) found only copies, but not the original. 

 Copies: photographic negatives no. 22910 at Peabody Museum, Harvard University, 

photostatic negatives CA7.p416 at Tozzer Library. 

 Transcripts: Barrera Vasquez (1943, 1949, ms), Berendt (1869), Solís Alcalá (1949). 

 Note: the Códice Pérez contains transcripts of the now lost books of Chilam Balam of Mani 

and Oxkutzcab, of a few pages from the Ixil, and of some land and historical documents. From 

Pérez's various notes it seems that at least three different sources from the archives of Mani 

were used, the first being transcribed on pp. 1-49, the second on pp. 50-64, and the third on pp. 

65-137. Pages 1 through 99 have the odd numbers on the recto of each folio and the even 

numbers on the verso. However, the next numbered page, page 100, shows the even number on 

the recto of the next folio and this numbering system continues with even numbers on the recto 

pages and odd numbers on the verso pages through the rest of the manuscript. 

    - -    notes by Crescencio Carrillo y Ancona 

    - -    Title page (Chilam-Balam * Primeraparte.) 

   1-24   u xoc kin with zodiac from Spanish almanac B001-519 

   (parallels to zodiac; Kaua pp. 73-98, Na pp. 15-21, Tekax pp. 12-19) 

 25-30   planets, weekdays, fortunes, and diseases (pp. 28-29 

   related to Chan Cah pp. 63-67, Kaua pp. 133-135) 

 31-37   Teodora (Chan Cah pp. 74-98, Kaua pp. 99-117) 

 38-39   planets and weekdays (Na pp. 25-26, Tekax pp. 23-24) 

   39     months, related signs in the zodiac and related diseases 

 39-41   u tok benas (Chan Cah pp. 24-28, Na pp. 28-30, Tekax pp. 26-28) 

 41-43   predictions for a year depending on the name of the weekday it begins with 

 43-47   zodiac from Spanish almanac (Kaua 22-23, Tizimin f. 21v) 

 47-48   notes by Pérez, in Spanish 

 48-49   local notes 

   50     u kinil uinaloob A030-054 

 51-64   u xoc kin B001-519 

   64     note by Pérez in Spanish that the above (pages 50-64) was copied from 

a notebook in the archive of Mani. 

    - -    Title page (Segunda parte del libro de Chilambalam) 

    - -    note by Pérez in Spanish about the following material 

 65-75   u tzol than ah kinoob J040-462 

 75-90   u uuɔ katunoob I D001-569 

    - -    list of governors 

 90-93   u uichoob u uoohil u zanzamal kin xocoob A320-428 

 93-94   u kaba kin A001-026 

 93-94   u ziyan chac A260-299 

 94-95   u mutil uinic zanzamal A140-206 

 95-99   u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob B550-808 

    99     katun wheel 

100-101  prologue to the cuceb, in Spanish Ca01-a35 

101-115  cuceb C001-568 

115-121  u uuɔ katunoob III F001-447 

122-124  u xocaan u bubukil haaboob A440-480 

   124    u buk xoc kin A520-542 

124-125  u buk xoc tun A560-599 

125-126  zac patay haabil A600-650 

126-127  uchic tu cuch haab uaxac ahau katun A680-724 

127-128  u buk xoc ahau katun A730-755 

128-129  u uuɔ katunoob I (4 ahau katun) D440-479 

130-134  katun and haab tables 

134-137  u kahlay u xocaan katunoob I G001-171 

   137    note by Pérez, (Fin del libro (of Mani)) 

    - -    Title page (Tercera parte.) 

    - -    note by Pérez in Spanish about the following material 

   138    u xocaan bubukil haaboob A440-480 

139-150  u xoc kin B001-519 

   150    note by Pérez, in Spanish, about the material he omits 

   150    zac patay haabil A600-650 

151-152  licil u yoheltabal u hi]il katunoob lae 

152-165  u uuɔ katunoob I D001-569 

165-166 u uichoob u uoohil u zanzamal kin xocoob A320-428 

166-170  u tzol than ah kinoob J330-401 

   171    notes by Pérez and intrusive hand, in Spanish 

 172-175  copy of Ixil pp. 19r-19v (u buk xoc kin) A520-555 

   175    copy of Ixil p. 20r (u kaba kin, u kinil uinaloob) A001-054 

   176    copy of Ixil p. 20v (ah tocoob) A220-252 

176-179  notes by Pérez, in Spanish 

180-184  Mani land treaty 

   184    the murder of the Xiu al mehenoob, dated 8 cauac, 5 zip = August 29, 1537 

185-194  documents of the lands of Sotuta 

195-224 blank pages 
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Tekax: 18 leaves, 26 by 19 cm. 

 Compiler's name not given, 1833. 

 Place compiled: not given. 

 Original: pp. 1 through 28 at the Museo Nacional de Antropologia, Mexico, D.F. Location of 

the remaining pages unknown. 

 Copy: photographs by Gates. 
 

 Note: the Chilam Balam of Na is almost an exact copy of the Tekax and is the only 

book of Chilam Balam for which the source book still exists. From the Na it would 

seem that at least two pages, and perhaps more, are missing from the beginning of 

the Tekax, and that also various pages are missing from the end of the Tekax. 
 

  1-11   u xoc kin (Kaua pp. 54-71, Na pp. 3-14; not transcribed) 

 12-19   zodiac from Spanish almanac (Kaua pp. 73-98, Pérez pp. 1-24, Na pp. 15-21) 

 19-26   planets and related diseases (Na pp. 21-28, Pérez pp. 38-39) 

 26-28   u tok benas (Chan Cah pp. 24-28, Pérez pp. 39-41, Na pp. 28-30) 

 29-36   medicines (Na pp. 30-37) 

 

 

Tizimin: 27 leaves plus cover leaves; 21.5 by 14.6 cm.  

 Folio 9 and perhaps one or more folios between the folios numbered 19 and 20 missing. 

 Compiler's name and date not given. 

 Place compiled: not given. 

 Original: Museo Nacional de Antropologia, Mexico, D.F. 

 Copies: photographs by Maler (1887?), photostatic negatives in Tozzer Library 

(CA7.c436.ti3), photographs by Anders, published by Akademische Druck, 1980. 

 Transcripts: anonymous, Barrera Vasquez (1949, ms), Berendt (1869), Roys (1949b). 

 Note: While this manuscript is commonly referred to in the literature as the Tizimin the 

Mayan name for this town is actually Tzimin. 

 

 1r-7r   cuceb C001-568 

 7r-10v  u tzol than ah kinoob J040-462 

11r-13r  u uuɔ katunoob III F001-462 

13r-15v  u uuɔ katunoob I D001-477 

16r-18r  u uuɔ katunoob II Ea01-816 

18r-18v  zac patay haabil A600-650 

18v-19r  u kahlay u xocaan katunoob I G001-171 

19r-19v  u uuɔ katunoob I D480-535 

  20r    u xocaan u bubukil haaboob A440-480 

  20v    u kaba kin, u kinil uinaloob A001-054 

20v-21r  ah tocoob A220-259 

21r-22r  Spanish almanac, local notes (in part, Kaua pp. 22-23) 

22r-27v  u xoc kin (with some local notes) B001-519 

Tuz Ik: 29 leaves; 19 by 12 cm. 

 Compiled by Marcos Bam, 1875. 

 Place compiled: Chan Santa Cruz (now Felipe Carrillo Puerto). 

 Original: formerly in Tuz Ik; rumored stolen. 

 Copy: photographic negatives no. 22908 in Peabody Museum, Harvard University. 

 Transcript: Barrera Vasquez (ms). 

 

 1r-2r   the devil's horse 

 2v-4v   the deer and Saint Julian 

 4v-6r   the pope's confession 

 6r-7r   the hermit and the girl 

 7r-8r   Pilate and justice 

 8r-9r   Saint Paul 

 9r-11v  15 days of judgment 

12r-16r  the confessor 

16r-27r  zuyua than y naat I001-458 

27v-29r  local notes 

 

 

Other Sources 

 

 There are also two other sources for transcripts presented in this book. The Xiu Chronicles 

contain a calendrical note by Francisco Xiu called the “Oxkutzcab Chronicle”. This is an important 

note dealing with the question of the correlation of Christian and Mayan dates. Historia de Yucatan by 

Fray Bernardo de Lizana includes the prophecies of Chilam Balam and other Ah Kinoob (Mayan 

priests) which are presented in Section J. The important point here is not so much that the Lizana 

source offers any corrections to the other sources, but rather that it dates the prophecies to before the 

time of publication of Lizana's book in 1633. 

 Because neither of these books provides more than one source for the transcripts presented in 

this book, a table of contents will not be given here for either. Only the pages from which the 

transcripts are taken will be listed. 

Xiu Chronicles 

 Collection of documents of the Xiu family, 1608-1817. 

 Original: Tozzer Library, Harvard University. 

 Copies: photographs by Gates (1915). 

 photostats issued by the then Peabody Museum Library, 1919. 

 Note: since this collection consists of loose leaves, the folio or page numbering in the various 

facsimiles is not the same. The page number given here is from the Gates photocopy of 

1915. 

66     Chronicle of Oxkutzcab A560-599 
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Historia de Yucatan 

 Author:  Fray  Bernardo  de Lizana. Written between 1606, the date of his arrival in Yucatan, 

and 1631, the date of his death. Published: 1633 in Valladolid, Spain. Second Edition: 1893; 

Museo Nacional, Mexico, D.F. 

 

  37r-39r u tzol than ah kinoob J300-402 

 

 Of the numerous books listed above, only four have contributed substantially to the 

transcripts included in this book. These are the Books of Chilam Balam of Chumayel, Kaua, Tizimin, 

and the Códice Pérez. 

 The Códice Pérez and the Chilam Balam of Tizimin are the most similar in terms of content. 

They are also probably more reliable in the presentation of their material than is the Chumayel. For 

example, Códice Pérez is the only complete source for U Tzol Than Ah Kinoob (lines J001-J462). 

The Tizimin is also complete, except that it is missing folio 9 which is in the middle of U Tzol Than 

Ah Kinoob. The Chumayel gives neither a complete nor a sequential presentation of this material. For 

another example, the Tizimin and the Chumayel present roughly the same material in U Uuɔ 

Katunoob II (lines Ea01-E816), but the language in the Chumayel is quite acculturated compared to 

that of the Tizimin. 

 The principal difference between the Códice Pérez and the Book of Chilam Balam of 

Tizimin is that the latter tends to be grammatically more conservative. For example, the Tizimin often 

uses an archaic verb ending for the future or prophetic future tense, -om (Coronel (1620), San 

Buenaventura (1684)), where the Códice Pérez generally uses the past participle tense, -an or -aan, a 

form still in use today. Thus, where the Tizimin would give elom, “it shall burn” the Códice Pérez 

would give elaan, “it was burnt”. The use of the prophetic future in one source and the past participle 

in another may seem contradictory, but since these verb forms appear largely in prophecies which are 

cyclical in nature, with the past and the future merging conceptually, it makes not much difference 

which of the two verb forms are used to the overall meaning. In editing the -om form was always 

chosen because it is the archaic form and therefore probably closer to what was originally intended. 

Yucatecan Mayan Colonial Texts not included in this Book 

 There is a substantial body of Yucatecan Colonial Mayan literature not included in this book. 

This quantity of material is in part due to the fact that much of the official and legal work in the 

smaller towns up through the earlier part of the 20
th
 century was done in Mayan. Thus such things as 

local registry books, correspondence between town officials and the state government, and land titles 

were frequently written in Mayan. Examples of this material are The Titles of Ebtun, Mani Land 

Treaty of 1557, Documents of the Lands of Sotuta, Documents of Tabi, and Xiu Chronicles. Somewhat 

related are the chronicles of Calkini and Cħic Xulub / Cħac Xulub Cħeen / Yax Kukul which in part 

document the Spanish conquest in these localities. Furthermore, the Catholic church and to some 

extent the various protestant churches in Belize during the 19
th
 century were active in teaching their 

faith through Mayan and thus a substantial collection of church literature was developed. 

 More related to the material presented in this book, in part because some of the Books of 

Chilam Balam include medical texts, are the books on herbal medicines. Libro de Judio and Libro de 

medicina maya de Sotuta are examples of these books. Roys made a start in collecting and editing the 

medical material is his book The Ethno-Botany of the Maya. The texts from Ethno-Botany have been 

used in building a concordance of “word in context” style. Thus words and word usages for words 

appearing in this book could be checked against those used in medical texts. In this way medical texts 

have been of some use in editing the texts presented in this book. 

 Unique in the collection of Yucatecan Mayan Colonial literature is the Ritual of the Bacabs. 

This is a collection of incantations for casting spells, alleviating illnesses, exorcising evil spirits, etc. 

This collection was published in transcription and translation by Roys, and while there are some areas 

of doubt in his transcriptions, the work as a whole is both acceptable and available. His transcriptions 

and some other untranscribed material from the Ritual of the Bacabs have been used in building up a 

concordance (see the paragraphs under “The Process of Editing” below). Thus the texts from the 

Ritual of the Bacabs have been useful in editing the texts presented in this book. 

 Also not included in this book is the book of Los Cantares de Dzitbalche. There is reason to 

suspect that this is a recent fabrication and not an original native work. Such things as the vocabulary 

and grammatical construction used in this work which appear to be more akin to the modern 

Yucatecan Mayan Language have been cited in coming to this conclusion. 

 

List of Facsimiles and Transcripts of Sources 

 The following list gives the facsimiles and transcripts of the original manuscripts which were 

used in the preparation of the transcripts presented in this book. 

Chan Cah 

Facsimiles: photocopy of the photographs at University Museum Library, University of 

Pennsylvania. 

 Grupo Dzibil (1982b). 

 Transcripts: Grupo Dzibil (1982b). 

 Hires (1981). 

Chumayel 

 Facsimile: photographs by Gordon (1913). 

 Transcripts: Barrera Vasquez (ms - partial, 1949 - partial). 

 Roys (1933). 

 Edmonson (1986). 
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Ixil 

 Facsimile: photostats from negatives CA7c436ti3 at Tozzer Library. 

Transcripts: xerox copy of Gates reproduction of anonymous hand at Tozzer Library 

(CA7c436ti2). 

Microfilm of a second copy by the same anonymous hand at Tulane Latin American Library 

- partial. 

 Códice Pérez - partial. 

Kaua 

Facsimiles: xerox copy of Gates' reproduction of Maler's photographs at Tozzer Library 

(CA7c436ka2). 

 Photostats of the Maler photographs issued by the Ibero-Amerikanische Institut, Berlin. 

Transcripts: xerox copy of Gates reproduction of anonymous hand at Tozzer Library 

(CA7c436ti2), 

Microfilm of a second copy by the same anonymous hand at Tulane Latin American Library 

- partial. 

 Barrera Vasquez (ms - partial). 

 Roys (typescript at Tulane University Library - partial). 

Lizana 

 Facsimile: xerox copy of 1633 edition. 

 Transcripts: 2nd edition, Museo Nacional de Mexico, 1893. 

 Barrera Vasquez (ms - partial). 

Na 

 Facsimile: xerox copy of Gates' reproduction at Tozzer Library (CA7c436na2). 

 Grupo Dzibil (1981). Gubler and Bolles (2000). 

 Transcripts: Grupo Dzibil (1981 - incomplete). 

 Roys (1931 - partial). 

Códice Pérez 

 Facsimiles: photostats from negatives CA7p416 at Tozzer Library. 

 Photographs from negatives no. 22910 at Peabody Museum, Harvard University. 

Transcripts: xerox of Gates' reproduction of anonymous hand at Tozzer Library 

(CA7c436ti2). 

 Microfilm of a second copy by the same anonymous hand at Tulane Latin American 

Library - partial. 

Barrera Vasquez (ms - partial, 1949 - partial). 

Berendt (microfilm of manuscript). 

Roys (1949 - partial). 

Solís Alcalá (1949). 

Tekax 

 Facsimile: Grupo Dzibil (1981). 

 

Tizimin 

 Facsimiles: photographs from unknown source (possibly Maler). 

 Photographs by Anders (1980). 

Transcripts: xerox of Gates' reproduction of anonymous hand at Tozzer Library 

(CA7c436ti2). 

Microfilm of a second copy by the same anonymous hand at Tulane Latin American Library 

- partial. 

 Barrera Vasquez (ms, 1949 - partial). 

 Berendt (microfilm of manuscript). 

 Roys (1949 - partial). 

 

Tuz Ik 

 Facsimile: photographs from negatives no. 22908 at Peabody Museum, Harvard University. 

 Transcript: Barrera Vasquez (ms - partial). 

 

Xiu Chronicles 

 Facsimile: photographs by Gates (1915). 

 

 

 In making the transcripts presented here in this book the facsimiles were copied as closely as 

possible. In some cases though the facsimiles were very difficult to read from. For example, the Gates 

photographs of the Maler photographs of the Kaua are the most difficult to read of the facsimiles. In 

some cases readings from the Kaua are made from guesswork, relying on the merest outlines or 

portions of letters. In these cases, where possible, transcripts were consulted to see what previous 

transcribers had seen in the manuscripts. 

 It became apparent though that not all transcripts were usable for the purpose of resolving 

questionable readings from the facsimiles. The Solis transcript of the Códice Pérez is inaccurate in 

both orthography and punctuation, while the Roys transcripts are unusable in most instances because 

he made attempts to standardize the orthography. Moreover, Roys changed the punctuation according 

to his interpretation of the phrasing. The Barrera Vasquez transcripts are generally good, but there are 

problems such as missed phrases, so these must be used only in conjunction with the facsimiles of the 

originals or the originals themselves. 

 The Berendt transcripts and the transcripts by an anonymous hand most accurately reflect the 

original manuscripts. This anonymous hand left two copies each of the Ixil, Kaua, and Tizimin, both 

sets of copies bound into single volumes. The Tulane copy is incomplete, and gives the impression 

that it was a trial run for the copyist. The other copy, which at the present is known only by a Gates 

photographic copy available at Tozzer Library, and presumably also at the Library of Congress and 

Brigham Young University, appears to be a complete copy of these three books. The Pérez was also 
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copied twice by this same anonymous hand. One copy is at the Princeton University Library, and the 

other is in a private collection in Mérida, Yucatán. The copy in Mérida bears the date of 1885, and it is 

to be presumed that Don Cresencio Carrillo y Ancona had these copies made while these various 

Books of Chilam Balam were in his possession. 

 Every effort was made to reflect the original manuscripts as accurately as possible in the 

transcripts presented in this book. There are of course limitations imposed by typesetting machinery, 

and there is also the problem of knowing what the scribes had actually intended. Both the Berendt 

copies and the anonymous hand copies were consulted in order to clear up how a particular letter or 

group of letters should read which was either difficult to read or in some cases which are now missing 

in the originals. 

 

 

The Process of Editing 

 

 While every effort was made to have the transcripts of the original manuscripts reflect the 

manuscripts themselves, in the edited column presented on the right-hand portion of the book when 

opened to the transcripts an effort was made to give an edited version which would be clear in the 

meaning and intent of each letter of each word. The goal in editing the original texts of the Mayan 

Colonial manuscripts has been to bring uniformity in orthography, in phrasing, and in certain cases, in 

meaning to the texts. The Mayan orthography of the 18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries, as represented by that 

used in Beltrán’s Arte and liturgical works and that used in the Códice Pérez, was chosen to be used in 

the edited version because it is the more uniform than the earlier Colonial orthography. In most 

instances, there is little difference between the earlier Colonial orthography and that of the 18
th
 and 

early 19
th
 centuries. The exceptions are as follows: The s sound value was written as c, cedilla ç, s, and 

z in the earlier sources. By the 19
th
 century z became the generally accepted representation of the s 

sound. The consonant complex u, v, and b was used interchangeably in the earlier sources as well as 

in Spanish writing of the time. By the 19
th
 century u was used to represent the consonant w as well as 

the vowel u, b was employed only to represent the consonant b, and v dropped out of use generally 

since there is no v sound in the Mayan language. The vowel i was written as i, j, and y in the earlier 

sources. By the 19
th
 century i became the standard representation of the vowel i, and y was used solely 

as the consonant y. 

 Even with the standardization of these consonants and vowels, there are still some 

difficulties in deciding on the correct orthography because of consonant and vowel shifts which 

apparently were common then and which, in some cases, are common now. The most common 

consonant shifts are as follows: n - m, c - k, ch - cħ, p - p, t - th, and z - tz - ɔ. The common vowel 

shifts are as follows: a - o, a - u, and o - u. Also relatively common are the simple/glottal-stopped 

vowel shifts. The scribes of the colonial manuscripts did not make the job of deciding on proper 

spelling any easier by being indifferent to the use of glottal-stopped vowels in their writing. The scribe 

of the Tizimin in particular rarely used doubled vowels to indicate glottal-stops, but then seemingly 

perversely used doubled vowels in instances where he shouldn't have. For example, the word for sky, 

caan, is frequently spelled can, but in some instances the word for snake, conversation, and four, can, 

is spelled caan! 

 Editing decisions had to be made as to what should be the correct orthography for many 

words and what should be the correct phrasing for those clauses and phrases which are obscure or 

garbled. The decisions on orthography were based on the most common spelling of the word in the 

various Mayan dictionaries and throughout the Mayan Colonial manuscripts, and the pronunciation of 

the word today if the word is in common use. The decisions on phrasing were based on the most 

common form which the phrase is written and on what seems to give the most intelligible meaning. 

 In order to locate words and phrases, the edited version in preliminary form was 

disassembled by computer into an alphabetical listing of all words with their phrases, resulting in a 

concordance. The words and phrases in question could then be more easily located, and thereafter the 

lines from the original manuscripts. These lines were compared more closely, and a judgment was 

made as to how that particular word or phrase should be rendered. As noted earlier in this 

introduction, the text from Ritual of the Bacabs was included in the concordance with the material 

from this book. Concordances were also made of the medical texts from Ethnobotany of the Maya, 

and some modern ritual texts (H-Men chants) in Yucatec Mayan. These concordances were aides in 

influencing decisions. 

 Capitalization and punctuation are suppressed as much as possible in the edited version 

given in this book so that the possibility for various interpretations remains open. Definite place names 

are the only words capitalized, and punctuation is used within a line only when it seems definitely 

called for. An exception to the rule on capitalization is that the Colonial convention of capitalizing the 

word for “moon” (U) is used to distinguish it from the third person singular and plural pronoun and 

possessive adjective (u). Lines themselves generally represent phrases or sentences. Other readers will 

certainly have their opinions about alternate phrasings. It is to be hoped, however, that the phrasing 

presented here is generally acceptable. 

 

 For their aide in helping me obtain the various facsimiles and other material needed to work 

on this book I would like to thank Margaret Currier, Nancy Schmidt, and Shari Grove of the Tozzer 

Library of Peabody Museum, Jean Adelman and Anita Fahringer of The Museum Library of 

University of Pennsylvania, and Martha Robertson of The Latin-American Library of Tulane 

University. For their aide in getting this book to its present state I would like to thank the various 

members of the Institute For MesoAmerican Studies at State University of New York at Albany for 

showing enthusiasm for this book, and in particular Peter and Jill Furst for the considerable amount of 

time spent cleaning up the muddied waters of the English texts in this book. 
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 Section A is a collection of miscellanea concerned with the Yucatecan Mayan calendar as put forth 

in the various source books. The selections are ordered so as to start with the simplest ideas and to 

proceed with the more complex. 

 

U Kaba Kin (lines A001-A026) is a list of the names of the days of the uinal, or 20-day month in 

use throughout Meso-America. 

 

U Kinil Uinaloob (lines A030-A054) is a list of the uinals or 20-day months in the year. There are 

two points which emerge from this list which concern the Colonial Yucatecan Mayan view of how 

the Mayan calendar worked. These points are supported throughout the Colonial literature. 

 The first point is that 1 Poop falls on the 16
th
 of July in the Julian calendar. This implies that the 

Maya had some method of intercalating for the solar year. Landa, not necessarily an impeccable 

source, states that the Maya added a day every leap year, although he does not write exactly how this 

was done. In all the material presented in this book and in all the source material which I have read 

there is not one clear reference to a leap year system, though such terms as “ixma kaba kin”, “lamay 

tun”, “u lath oc katun” and “u mol box katun” are imperfectly understood and may hold the key to 

how leap years were accomplished, if in fact they were. In lines A320-A428 and A600-A650 there 

are discussions of how the calendar worked, but no definite discussion of the leap year is to be found 

(see in particular lines A641-A650). Contrary to the common belief of Mayan scholars, based on the 

meanings of the uinal names the uinals appear to be tied to the solar year. 

 

Uoo means frog, and from evidence of usage today in particular means bull frog. The Motul 

dictionary is not very precise in this case: “uo: unas ranas de mucho unto y manteca, buenas de 

comer.” Today the animal is called “uoo much” or “becerro much”, and it becomes common and 

vocally active in the henequen fields during the month of August. 

 

Xul means end; the end of the rainy season is in October. 

 

Ɔe Yax Kin, or at times Yax Kin: “yax kin” is the term used today for “dry season”. “Ɔeɔ“ means 

“little” or “in front of”. When a noun is commonly combined with “ɔeɔ“ the second ɔ is frequently 

dropped (other examples: “ɔe na” giving “little mother”, meaning “aunt”, and “ɔe yum” giving “little 

father”, meaning “uncle”). In the word “ɔe yax kin” it would seem that the meaning of “ɔe” is “in 

front of”, or more particularly in this case “at the beginning of”, and “ɔe yax kin” 

literally translated would be “at the beginning of the dry season”. November is 

the beginning of the dry season. Incidentally, the hieroglyphic representation of 

this month has always been yax-kin or in some instances yax-kin-il, without an 

indication that there should be the syllable “ɔe”. In any case, in as much as at the 

time that the Motul Mayan - Spanish dictionary was written the term “yax kin” 

had much the same meaning as it does today (yax kin: el estio y otoño desta tierra en que no llueve y 

se secan y agostan los campos tiempo de seca.) it seems reasonable to assume that the term “yax kin” 

= “dry season” is of long standing and extends back into the pre-Columbian era. Furthermore, the 

uinal “yax kin”, or variants thereof, and the meaning of “yax kin” = “dry season” is to be found in 

several other Mayan languages (Thompson, 1960, pp. 106, 110). This wide acceptance of the term 

“yax kin” in the month of November fits the weather for that month throughout the Mayan area. 

 

Mol means gather, and December is the time when the corn harvest gets underway. 

 

Ceh means deer. Because of a lull in the slash and burn process, namely during the time that the 

newly cut forest is drying out so that it burns well, there is time for alternative activities. Today 

during the month of March one of the various alternative activities is deer hunting. Aside from the 

increased amount of time which can be allotted to this alternative activity, it should be noted that 

deer hunting is made easier at this time of the year because most of the deciduous trees have lost 

their leaves, thus giving the hunters a better view of what is in the forest. 

 

Kan kin means “yellow day” or “yellow sun”. April is the time for burning the slash in the gardens 

plots in preparation for the new planting season. During April the sky turns orange from the smoke 

and everything one looks at has an orangish tinge. Some examples of the hieroglyph for this month 

are significant in this case. These show what looks like a leafless tree, sometimes with 

the sun in the branches. The trees at this time of year are in fact generally leafless 

because of the drought. The sun which is represented in the hieroglyph is 

cross-hatched, and conveys the feeling one gets about the sun at this time of the year, 

since it is somewhat obscured by the smoke. Incidentally, the implication of this 

hieroglyphic representation is of course that even during the classic period the 

Yucatecan Mayan calendar was tied to the solar - agricultural year. 

 

Muan, often spelled Moan, is by all accounts a bird which announces the beginning of the rainy 

season. There is some confusion as to what this bird actually is. Thompson (1960, 1972) and Barrera 

(1980) list the bird as being an owl, in particular the Yucatecan screech owl (Otus choliba 

thompsoni). Some people though have considered that the hieroglyphic representation of “muan” is 

not owl-like, and that the bird being represented is of the macaw or parrot family. The word “moo” is 

the Mayan word for “macaw”, and there may be a relationship between the words “moo” and 

“muan/moan”. In Quintana Roo, where there are a considerable number of parrots, when a rain 

shower begins these birds do make a lot of noise. In any case, whether the “muan” is in fact an owl 

or a parrot, it seems that the function of the bird in part is to announce rain. In this context, since late 

April or early May is when the rainy season begins, the uinal “muan” is properly placed as the uinal 

which announces the coming of rain. 

 

Cum Ku, or occasionally Hum Ku: the derivation of this name is unclear, although in this context 

“ku” means “god”. However, “cum ku” / “hum ku” could be parallel to the name of the lord of the 

underworld, Hum Ahau / Cum Ahau, in which “hum” / “cum” means a loud noise and Ahau means 

lord, ruler. “u hum chac”, literally “the noise of the rain god Chac”, means thunder. If “cum ku” / 

“hum ku” is parallel in meaning to Hum Ahau / Cum Ahau and “u hum chac”, then “cum ku” / “hum 
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ku” would also mean “the noise of god”, and by extension thunder. June and July are the months 

when thunder is most frequent. 

 Because the above uinal names are linked to the solar - agricultural year, it would seem difficult to 

imagine that they wandered throughout the solar year for lack of some intercalary system to keep 

them synchronized with the seasons and seasonal activities which are related to their names. Further, 

it would seem quite coincidental that the European calendar should be introduced to Yucatan and fix 

the Mayan calendar at a time when the uinals happened to be in the position to correspond with their 

namesakes. 

     The second point which supports the first is that certain planting dates are linked with certain 

uinals. Corn planting dates (oc nal kin) among some of the present day Maya vary widely and 

depend in part upon the variety of corn being planted. The length of growing season for different 

varieties of corn varies considerably. Some varieties require one and a half months to reach maturity 

(nal thel), others two months (x-mehen nal), and still others as long as four to five months (x-nuc 

nal). The Mayan farmers with whom I have talked on the subject of variety selection say that ideally 

the corn should be fully developed when the rainy season stops. Earlier ripening in constant rain 

results in moldy corn, and ripening after the rain has stopped yields drought stricken corn. The good 

farmer, they say, will recognize the type of weather the growing season will bring through the use of 

a “xoc kin” (“count of the days”, a tabulation of cloud formations during the month of January with 

the first 12 days being the months counted forward, the second 12 days being the months counted 

backwards, the next 6 days being the months counted forward every half day, and the last day of 

January being the months counted forward for each hour from 6 a.m. through 6 p.m. This “xoc kin” 

is not to be confused with the pre-Columbian “xoc kin” presented in Section B.). He will plant the 

appropriate varieties to take advantage of the predicted weather. The planting dates in “u kinil 

uinaloob”, while not specific about the varieties of corn to be planted, do fall when the planting is 

being done. These planting notes are supplied by three of the six sources: Codex Pérez, Kaua, and 

Nah. The Chumayel, which is different from the other sources in its presentation of the material on 

the uinals, has among other notes these two notes: “]e yax kin - ti cu ua]al nali” (]e yax kin, this is 

when the corn is bent) and “yax - u kin hoch utz” (yax, a good time for harvest). The bending of the 

corn stalks is still an important part of corn growing in Yucatan, and takes place as the corn dries, 

usually in October or November. The harvest begins in earnest any time after the corn dries, which 

may be any time after November. 

     As a result of examining the above facts, and the consistency with which they are presented 

throughout the Colonial literature, there seems to be little doubt that the Yucatecan Maya viewed 

their calendar as being a fixed solar year calendar. Scholars vary in their interpretation of how this 

came about. Most claim that the Colonial Yucatecan Maya were mistaken about their calendar, and 

of this group some have gone so far as to say that some Mayan writer of the 17
th
, 18

th
, or even 

possibly the 19
th
 century reorganized the calendar system to keep it in tune with the European 

calendar so that the 1
st
 of Poop would fall on the 16

th 
of July. As will be seen as this book progresses, 

this latter possibility seems quite remote, as this writer would have had to have been extremely 

thorough in finding all the various references to dates found throughout the material presented in this 

book and then would have had to have changed these dates to conform with his new calendar. In as 

much as not one of the source books from which the material for this book was taken is a complete 

collection of dated literature it seems hard to imagine, especially at a later date, how this writer 

would have had such a pervasive influence over the dating system in the Colonial manuscripts. Other 

scholars claim that the Yucatecan Maya were in fact either in the process of a calendar reform as the 

Spanish arrived, or had gone through such a reform before their arrival, and that in any case the 

Mayan calendar had become a fixed solar year calendar and that the 24 year katuns resulting in a 312 

year katun cycle had been established. There is no evidence which I have seen in the Colonial 

literature which would either confirm or deny this claim. Finally, it must be said that almost no one 

makes a claim that the Mayan calendar with a fixed solar year and with 24 year katuns is of long 

standing. My own view is that the Mayan calendar as presented by Colonial sources was firmly 

established by the end of the 16
th
 century and that there is evidence that it was already in use when 

the Spanish were making their first landfalls on the coast of Yucatan. Beyond that I can make no 

judgments at this time. 

 

Lay Zihci Uinal (lines A060-A134) is the Mayan version of genesis. Just as the Judeo-Christian 

world was created in seven days because there are seven days in our calendar (or vice versa 

depending on one’s point of view) so too is the Mayan world created in 20 days because there are 20 

named days in their uinal. In some cases the creative action taken on a day is related to the meaning 

of the day name. Examples: “chuen” has the meaning of creating, especially a work of art or utility, 

and on this day sky and earth were created; “eb” means ladder or stairway, and on this day the first 

ladder from the heart of the sky, the heart of the water, was made (seemingly so that the gods could 

send things down to earth); “men” means to do or to make, and on this day everything was made to 

work; “cib” means candle or wax, and on this day the first candle was made to give light when there 

was neither sun nor moon. See Roys (1933, p.39) for more details. 

 

U Mutil Uinic Zanzamal (lines A140-A206) is a list of the days of the uinal, and links each day 

with prognostications for the character and profession of a person born on that day. 

 

Ah Tocoob (lines A220-A252), translated directly as “the burners”, gives the dates during the 260 

day “u xoc kin” on which the burners do certain activities. These activities are to take the fire, to 

begin the fire, to be entitled, and to put out the fire. In “u xoc kin” (lines B001-B519) these dates are 

generally substantiated. These are also the only dates which can be arrived at through computation, 

whereas all other events in “u xoc kin” are seemingly random. Following “ah tocoob” there is a page 

on which the entries from “ah tocoob” are compared with the Codex Dresden, pp. 42c-45c. This 

relationship is suggested by Thompson (1950, pp. 99-100 and figure 61; 1972, pp. 106-107). As can 

be seen, very little is to be gained from this comparison, although the relationship seems to be clear. 

That is, the date of the first glyph from each scene in the Codex Dresden corresponds with what 

seems to be the principle date of each “ah toc” group, namely the date on which “ah toc” “is titled” 

(“yal kaba”: see the Motul dictionary: hal kaba: nombrar qualquiera cosa, dezir su nombre o como se 

llama.), or in some sources, incorrectly, “runs” (“yalcaba”). The world direction for this event also 

corresponds. There is another problematical reading in “ah tocoob”. While the overwhelming 
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majority of source texts both here and in Section B read “hopol” (to begin) instead of “hopol” (to 

light a fire, to inflame a passion, desire, injury or sore) in the phrase “u hopol kak”, there is reason to 

believe that the phrase should read “u hopol kak”. However, the edited version both here and in 

Section B shows the majority reading. Before going on to the next subject, “u ziyan chac”, it should 

be noted that just as “ah tocoob” and “u ziyan chac” are textually related in the Codex Dresden (“u 

ziyan chac” appears on pp. 43b-45b of the Codex Dresden, just above “ah tocoob”), so too are the 

two subjects tied together in the Kaua manuscript, p. 20, and the Codex Pérez, p. 94, although the 

material in the Codex Pérez about “ah tocoob” is very meager, since only the word “ahtoc” is given. 

 

U Ziyan Chac (lines A260-A299) gives some dates for this activity (the birth of chac?, the 

beginning of rain?). From the manuscript versions alone it is not readily apparent how these dates 

should be ordered, but upon comparison of these dates with those given on pp. 43b-45b of the Codex 

Dresden it becomes clear that the sequence of dates given in the Dresden are the ones to be used. 

How the phrase “u ziyan chac” is to be related to the glyphic material on the Dresden pages is not 

clear. Unlike “ah tocoob”, the dates given in “u ziyan chac” are not substantiated by either “u xoc 

kin” (lines B001-B519) or “u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob” (lines B550-B809), though entries do exist 

in both of these calendrical lists. That is, the entry “u ziyan chac” occurs randomly throughout these 

two calendrical lists, and attempts to come up with an ordered sequence from these entries has so far 

not met with success. 

 

U Uichoob U Uoohil U Zanzamal Kin Xocoob (lines A320-A428) is a general calendar description 

with a few lines on the bar and dot notation. This description comes from two sources in the Codex 

Pérez, and each copyist left his date, one of 1689 and the other of 1793. See lines XA590-XA592 of 

a transcript from a page of the Xiu Chronicles for more on 1689 and Juan Xiu. 

 

Lines A440-A755 have pages 122 through 128 of the Codex Pérez as their source, with additional 

sources being supplied by the Tizimin, the Ixil, the Kaua, the Xiu Chronicles, and other portions of 

the Codex Pérez. This collection of calendrical information is divided into various subsections, 

which are as follows: 

 

U Xocaan U Bubukil Haaboob (lines A440-A480) gives the names of the year bearers (“ah cuch 

haaboob”) through a 52 year cycle. 

 

U Buk Xoc Kin (lines A520-A542) presents a table for finding the initial numerical coefficient of 

each uinal in any given numbered year. Line Ca08 from the “Prologue to the Cuceb” presents a 

representative sequential list of these numbers. 

 

U Buk Xoc Tun (lines A560-A599) presents a table of coefficients for the day “ahau” at the 

beginning of a 360 day cycle, or “tun”. It is an extrapolation of what seems to be the intent of the 

tables from the sources (Kaua, the Xiu Chronicles, and Codex Pérez), even though none of the 

sources is complete on this point. The number sequence for the day “ahau” is the same as the second 

number sequence from the “Prologue to the Cuceb” (see line Ca14). The first thirteen columns of 

numbers are all coefficients of “ahau”. The final column, to the right, gives the day coefficient and 

the uinal for the tun beginning. It is interesting to note that here the day coefficients for the uinals on 

the day “ahau” are 16, 11, 6, and 1, which would imply that the year bearers are chicchan, oc, men, 

and ahau. In the following table is a list of the possible year bearers and the coefficients that the 

months would take for the day “ahau”: 

 

Table of Year Bearer Sets and their Coefficients 

 

ah cuch haaboob uinal coefficients which 

  would fall on the day “ahau” 

cimi, chuen, cib, imix 20, 15, 10,  5 

manik, eb, caban, ik 19, 14,   9,  4 

lamat, ben, e]nab, akbal 18, 13,   8,  3 

kan, muluc, hiix, cauac 17, 12,   7,  2 

chicchan, oc, men, ahau 16, 11,   6,  1 

 

To shift the year bearers for the table of lines A560-A599 the uinal coefficients would have to be 

shifted to those shown above. The sets of year bearers known from classic monuments and the 

hieroglyphic codices are kan, muluc, hiix, cauac; manik, eb, caban, ik; and lamat, ben, e]nab, akbal. 

It is intimated in “u xoc kin” (lines B001-B519) that cimi, chuen, cib, imix also form a year bearer 

set. If the table of lines A560-A599 is correct, and chicchan, oc, men, ahau are also a year bearer set, 

then it seems that all possible year bearer sets in fact do become year bearer sets. The question then 

is how was this done, and how often were year bearer sets changed if this was a standard procedure. 

Giving support to the idea that all possible year bearer sets were used is the contention that “u 

tzolaan ah cuch haaboob” (lines B550-B808), as the name implies, gives prognostications for the 

year bearers. Every day in the uinal is listed, seemingly indicating that every day is a possible year 

bearer. (See Proskouriakoff (1933) for a more complete discussion of the material presented on lines 

A560-599.). 

 

Zac Patay Haabil (lines A600-A650) and Uchic tu Cuch Haab Uaxac Ahau Katun (lines 

A680-A724) are calendar discussions, with the second sequence describing a historical narrative 

about the 8 Ahau Katun before the arrival of the Spanish. 

 

U Buk Xoc Ahau Katun (lines A730-A755) correlates Ahau Katun beginnings with Christian years. 

The correlated dates are those generally accepted and used by the Colonial sources for the material 

which makes up this book. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION B 

     Section B is composed of two different types of U Xoc Kinoob (u xoc kin: count of the days, or 

more precisely, a 260 day calendar round in which each day is given a prognostication. Also called u 

tzol kin, “the account of the days”, and tonalpohualli in Nahuatl). The difference between the two u 

xoc kinoob may be significant as pointed out in the discussion of the second u xoc kin called U 

Tzolaan Ah Cuch Haaboob (the account of the year bearers). 

 

U Xoc Kin (lines B001-B519) 

     Sources for u xoc kin are far more common than are those for u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob. They 

occur not only in the Codex Pérez, the Ixil, and the Tizimin which are the sources for the 

transcriptions of u xoc kin presented in this book, but also in the Kaua, the Nah, and the Tekax. The 

u xoc kinoob from the Kaua, the Nah, and the Tekax differ from the ones transcribed here by being 

highly Christianized. They give the saint’s name for each day of the Christian calendar and are 

limited in their presentation of Mayan calendrical material. 

     In the Colonial sources, the format of these u xoc kinoob is different from the presentation here. 

These u xoc kinoob begin on January 1 with 10 oc and continue with the exception of the Ixil 

through December 31 with 10 hiix. The Christian day is given first, and then the Mayan day with its 

prognostications is given. Since the xoc kin is only 260 days long, there are 105 days of the xoc kin 

which are repeated so that the total of 365 days is reached. The xoc kin is repeated from 10 oc (line 

B252) to 10 hiix (line B460) thus giving two entries for each day between these two days. As is 

obvious from these entries, the original version of these u xoc kinoobs came from a 260 day 

calendar. The original copyist transcribed his 260 day xoc kin along side the Christian calendar, and 

then copied the first 105 days of the xoc kin he was working from a second time to fill out the 

Christian calendar. Because the 260 day calendar is our concern, the process has been reversed in 

presenting the transcriptions here, and the sacred round is reformed. In making this transcription the 

day 1 kan has been arbitrarily chosen as the starting point because it is featured as the starting point 

elsewhere, e.g. in “u kaba kin” and “u mutil uinic zanzamal”. 

 

U Tzolaan Ah Cuch Haaboob (lines B550-B808) 

     The introduction to u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob (lines B550-561) states that “this (presumably the 

material which follows, namely lines 570-808) is the account of the year bearers”. The standard year 

bearer set of the Colonial times is then given (kan, muluc, hiix, cauac) and then the introduction goes 

on to state that “20 is their burden and their omen”, seemingly indicating that all 20 days of the uinal 

somehow become year bearers. This idea is supported by the wording of some of the 

prognostications for the days themselves where there are such comments as “ma kazi u cuch haabi” 

(the burden of the year is not bad), “utzul haab lae” (a good year), “balam haabil” (tiger/mysterious 

year?), “kintunyabil” (year of sun, i.e. drought), “muan haabil” (muan-bird year?), all seemingly 

indicating that these prognostications are indeed year prognostications and not just day 

prognostications, as was the case for the prognostications of “u xoc kin”. In “u xoc kin” the 

prognostications frequently give “u kinil” (the day of) whatever activity. Two other features 

distinguish “u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob” from “u xoc kin”. 

 

1) More days are good than bad in “u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob”, with approximately 13 being good, 

6 bad, and 1 not indicated. This is in contrast to “u xoc kin” in which the ratio is approximately 7 

good days, 12 bad days, and 1 day not indicated. 

 

2) In “u tzolaan ah cuch haaboob” there is little change in the prognostication for a given named day 

from “uazak pach” to “uazak pach” (“uazak pach” is the name for a set of 20 days, equivalent to our 

term “week”). The numerical coefficient is virtually unimportant to the prognostication. In contrast, 

in “u xoc kin” there is no apparent order to good or bad days or other comments about any particular 

day or coefficient aside from those days already mentioned in Section A under the subject “ah 

tocoob”. 

     The question is, then, was there some intercalary system in which all the uinal days at some time 

became year bearers? If it were not for this intercalary system why then were year bearer shifts 

necessary, if indeed these year bearer shifts existed as a common feature of the Mayan calendar? If 

we say “leap year” in our language, we expect our listener to immediately to understand both what 

we mean and the workings of the leap year system. It may well be that one of the terms used 

throughout this material (e.g. ixma kaba kin, lamay tun, u lath oc katun, oc na haab, u mol box katun) 

holds the key to the finer workings of the Mayan calendar system. Most of these terms are used 

without any thorough explanation of their meanings, just as we would normally not have to stop to 

explain the term “leap year” to our listeners. 
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Comparison of u xoc kin with the Madrid Codex, pages 103b-106b 

 The following material compares the bee almanac given on pages 103b-106b of 

the Madrid Codex with the corresponding days from u xoc kin. While the Madrid is 

consistent in the opening statement for the prognostication for each set of days, giving the 

phrase u pakal u cab (“he populates his hive”), u xoc kin only has three mentions of 

honey, in the seventh, eight and twelfth rounds (uazak pach), and of these 

prognostications only one states “u pakal u cab”, but unfortunately without stating who 

is doing the populating. This may be an example of the number of incidences (i.e. 3 out 

of 39) which prognostications in u xoc kin correspond with prognostications in the 

various hieroglyphic codices. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION C 

    Section C is divided into two parts; Prologue to the Cuceb and the Cuceb itself. The word cuceb, 

“that which revolves” is derived from cuc, “turn, revolve”, and -eb, an instrumental affix. Both the 

word cuc and the word cuceb are applied to the animal “squirrel” as well. As is noted under the 

comments about the Cuceb, it seems that this name in the context of the material presented in this 

section is meant to be applied to the 52 year cycle. 

 

Prologue to the Cuceb (lines Ca01-Ca34) 

 

     In the Codex Pérez there is a short calendar explanation in Spanish which perhaps coincidentally 

talks about the same years (1595-1597: 2 Hiix, 3 Cauac, and 4 Kan) which begin the Cuceb. This 

calendar explanation is called in this book “Prologue to the Cuceb” although its function is quite 

different. There is a parallel but less complete version of this calendar discussion in the Kaua which is 

not followed by the Cuceb. The Kaua version gives dates 201 years later, namely 1796-1798. 

     It has been noted by various Spanish scholars that the Spanish in this calendar explanation seems 

rather stilted. The suggestion is that the explanation is not written by a native speaker of the Spanish 

language. This leads one to the conclusion that the explanation is written by a Mayan scribe, and most 

probably by the scribe who transcribed the Cuceb. A possible candidate for this work is Gaspar 

Antonio Chi Xiu. 

     Of principal interest in this calendar discussion are the uinal and katun numerical coefficient series. 

Since more complete tables of these coefficient orders is given in Section A, line numbers from 

Section A are given as cross references. 

     The first series of numbers gives the order of the coefficients of the first day of each uinal during 

the year (see table on lines A520-A542). This number series also coincidentally gives the coefficients 

of the day Ahau after it has completed a cycle as shown in the table on lines A560-A599. This latter 

point may be of no importance. 

     The second series of numbers gives the coefficients of the day ahau every 360 days (360 days is 

one tun). The vertical columns of the table on lines A560-A599 shows this sequence of numbers. 

     The third series of numbers gives the coefficients which the day Ahau has as the second day of a 

new katun in the Ahau Katun cycle (lines A730-A755) or after every 20 tuns (lines A560-A599). The 

combination of the coefficient plus the day name Ahau gives the name of the katun. 

    Following the third series of numbers there is a discussion of how one Mayan year ends and the 

next begins. Unfortunately there seems to be some confusion in this discussion, especially about on 

which day of the Christian calendar the first day of the uinal Cum Ku should fall. In the Codex Pérez 

the day is given as 21
st
 of July, whereas in the Kaua it is given as the 12

th
 of July. I have assumed that 

in fact the 21
st
 of June is meant, which is in line with table comparing the uinals with the Christian 

calendar given on lines A030-A053. If one works on the assumption that the Maya had no way of 

intercalating their years then there would be a shift in the day on which Cum Ku starts in the Christian 

calendar, but the shift would be backwards and not forwards as is the case here, and also the shift 

would have amounted to only about 10 days, assuming that the mid 1550’s is when the 1
st
 of Poop fell 

on the 16
th
 of July. It would seem therefore that this confusion has nothing to do with the problem of 

whether or not a method of intercalation existed. 

 

 

Cuceb (lines C001-C568) 

 

     The Cuceb is a series of year prognostications. It is probably incomplete, as there should be 52 

years with their prognostications instead of the 21 listed here. The 22
nd

 year given in the Cuceb, 8 

Muluc, does not have a prognostication, but rather is a statement by Ah Kauil Cħel that he, along with 

Ah Na Puc Tun and Ah Xupan Nauat, is responsible for “taking this out of the hieroglyphs” (line 

C560). (See Section J for more on these three men.) Fifty-two years would make a complete cycle of u 

bubukil haaboob (see table on lines A440-475) and would be more in keeping with the name Cuceb 

and the nature of all the other prognosticatory material presented by the Colonial sources. 

     On lines C566-568 Ah Kauil Cħel writes that he wrote the Cuceb with Ah Na Puc Tun in the 

Mayan date of 18 Zac 11 Chuen, which he equates with the Christian date of February 15, 1544. This 

Mayan date of 18 Zac 11 Chuen happens only in the year 2 Hiix when the year bearer set is Kan, 

Muluc, Hiix, Cauac. The year 2 Hiix did fall in the Christian years 1543-1544 if one assumes the 

Colonial method of dating, but it also fell in the years 1595-1596 which is the year in which the 

“Prologue to the Cuceb” was written. While the following thought is just speculation on the 

compiler’s part, it could well be that the Cuceb was in fact originally written in 1544 in hieroglyphs 

and then renewed on its anniversary date 52 years later in 1596, but this time in Latin script. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION D 

     Section D contains U Uuɔ Katunoob I, the first of two complete cycles of katun prophecies. 

Section E containing U Uuɔ Katunoob II is the second complete cycle. There are four principal 

sources for U Uuɔ Katunoob I. Three of these sources are substantially similar; the two sources from 

Codex Pérez and the one from the Tizimin. The one, somewhat different source is that from the Kaua. 

The Chumayel supplies incomplete material from three different locations in the book (page 13, page 

72, and pages 73-74). The Kaua and pages 73-74 from the Chumayel seem to have a common origin, 

even though the Chumayel is not complete, giving only 11 Ahau Katun, 4 Ahau Katun, 2 Ahau Katun, 

and 13 Ahau Katun. The Kaua is apparently copied from some loose-leaf book because it begins and 

ends in the middle of 5 Ahau Katun. The Tizimin may also be copied from some loose leaf book 

because 2 Ahau Katun and 13 Ahau Katun are separated from the rest of the Ahau Katun prophecies 

by intervening material. Furthermore 13 Ahau Katun comes to an abrupt and incomplete end at the 

bottom of page 19v indicating that the Tizimin may be missing more pages than is generally thought 

to be the case. 

     The prophecies of Pérez III and of 4 Ahau Katun and 2 Ahau Katun of the Tizimin have an 

interesting feature not found in the other sources. Accompanying each of the prophecies is a table of 

24 years giving the Mayan “ah cuch haaboob” (year bearers) and the corresponding Christian years. 

The table for 4 Ahau Katun on pages 19r-19v of the Tizimin is as follows: 

 

1752 oxil cauac 1753 canil kan 1754 ho muluc 

1755 uacil hix 1756 uucil caucho 1757 uaxacil kan 

1758 bolon muluc 1759 lahun hix 1760 buluc ahau 

1761 lah cabil kan 1762 oxlahun muluc 1763 hunil hix 

1764 cabil cauac 1765 oxil kan 1766 canil muluc 

1767 hoil hix 1768 uacil cauac 1769 uucil kan 

1770 uaxac muluc 1771 bolon hix 

u ɔoc u cuch can ahau katun catun culac campel hab ix ma kaba u hiɔil katun /       /19v 

ca culac cabil ahau u mol box katun. 

1772 lahun cauac 1773 buluc kan 1774 lah cab muluc 

1775 ox la hun hix – 

 

     On page 155 of the Codex Pérez there is a similar table for 4 Ahau Katun except that the Christian 

dates are shifted 12 years earlier so that 3 cauac falls in 1740, 4 kan falls in 1741, etc. Actually, 

according to Don Pío Pérez, these dates are in fact shifted 300 years later. Since 312 years according 

to the system put forth in the Yucatecan Mayan Colonial literature is one “uu] katunoob” or katun 

cycle, a shift of 12 years later or of 300 years earlier will bring the dates in the Codex Pérez in line 

with the dating practice generally used throughout the Yucatecan Mayan Colonial literature. By 

subtracting 300 years from the dates in the Codex Pérez then the historical data presented in these 

tables falls into place. This historical data is as follows: 

 

8 Ahau Katun 

     1398 - Oxlahunil muluc: Uchici pucħtun ichpa 

  tu uucpel u uaxac ahau. 

 

11 Ahau Katun 

     1526 - Bulucil Muluc - ulic ahmak op ɔulob 

     1531 - Oxil hix - u lath oc katun hoppelob. 

     1533 - hoil kan - tocbaci españolesob Xebna. 

     1534 - Uac Muluc - noh ah ocoba yetel kumunob 

 

9 Ahau Katun 

     1541 - Oxlahun kan - cahlahci españolesob ti ho 

     1542 - hunil Muluc - hach heɔcob españolesob ɔoci u heɔluumob ti ho. 

     1544 - Oxil Cauac - hoppci christianoil fr. Luis de Villapando comisso. 

     1549 - Uaxacil kan - molayci cah Mani 

     1550 - Bolonil Muluc - Cahci Padres yokhaa 

     1551 - Lahunil hix - Cahci Pe. Ytzmal 

     1555 - hunil hix - u lak oc katun 

  lay pecoltzililob lae - u heɔah cah Pe. humun 

 

 

 

A common origin of U Uuɔ Katunoob I and U Uuɔ Katunoob II  

 

    In each katun prophecy of “u uuɔ katunoob I” there are a few phrases which are also to be found in 

the corresponding katun prophecy in “u uuɔ katunoob II”, implying that both cycles of katun 

prophecies share a common origin. A comparison of these phrases is found following Section E in a 

subsection titled “Comparison of ‘u uuɔ katunoob I’ with ‘u uuɔ katunoob II’”. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION E 

     Section E, U Uuɔ Katunoob II, is by far the most difficult section to edit because the 

two sources, the Tizimin and the Chumayel, while being similar, are not parallel in the 

presentation of the source material. It is almost as if each of these two texts was passed on 

orally from a single original version before being written down or even possibly was 

transcribed by two different copyists from the same hieroglyphic text. 

     Because of the non-parallel presentation of the two sources, the numbering system for 

this section has been altered. The two sources are presented in their original order side by 

side with no attempt made to keep parallel or similar phrases from the two sources 

juxtaposed as is the case of all other texts presented throughout this book. Here instead of 

the juxtaposition of parallel phrases there is a column of numbers to the right of the 

Chumayel text which gives the line number of the matching Tizimin phrase, or in cases 

where the number is followed by a “C” (e.g. E008C), of the line number of a matching 

Chumayel phrase. Since neither source text is consistently preferable in the order in which 

it presents its material, the edited texts is frequently substantially different from either of the 

source texts in the order in which the material of the katun prophecy is presented. For this 

reason it is felt best to give a different set of line numbers to the edited text so that the 

edited text order will not be construed as being related to the order of either of the source 

texts. The way the line numbering is done is that the source texts are given the first 

available set of numbers for a katun prophecy and then the edited text for that katun 

prophecy is given the next available set of numbers. Thus lines E001-E047 for the source 

texts for the 11 Ahau Katun prophecy become lines E050-E094 for the edited version of 

that prophecy, etc. To the right of the edited version there is a column of numbers which 

gives the line numbers of the source texts from which each line of edited text comes. Thus 

line E050 is followed by the numbers E001T and E001C, indicating that line E050 

originates from lines E001 of the Tizimin and E001 of Chumayel. 

     Of the two sources, the Tizimin is much more conservative and Mayan in character, 

while the Chumayel shows much more Spanish influence. For example, on line E104 

Tizimin / E106 Chumayel there is a phrase saying that the construction of the cathedral in 

Merida was begun (“tix uho pol upa kal kuna yan chumuc ti ho”: Tizimin / “tiix eɔlahi u 

chun santa iglesia mayori”: Chumayel). While both phrases have essentially the same 

meaning, the Tizimin phrase is more conservative in its choice of words. 

     In editing the Tizimin text is generally given preference over the Chumayel text both in 

choice of words for phrases of similar meaning and in the order in which the material is 

presented. Overriding the order of phrases from the sources are the considerations of 

grouping phrases of like ideas together and arranging this material in logical order. This 

reordering of phrases along with the standardization of certain phrases and the changes in 

orthography makes the edited version sometimes remote from either of the two sources. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPARISON OF 

“U UUƆ KATUNOOB I” AND “U UUƆ KATUNOOB II” 

    The following material is a comparison of those phrases from “u uuɔ katunoob I” and “u uuɔ 

katunoob II” which are the same or which express similar ideas. These common phrases seem to be 

the core of the of the katun prophecies, intimating that there may well have been some basic formula 

upon which katun prophecies were built. This basic formula may well have been written down in 

hieroglyphs. There seems to be an example of a basic formula for the 11 Ahau Katun on page 60 of 

the Dresden Codex although on initial inspection there are few directly relatable ideas expressed in the 

known glyphs which are also to be found in either of the Colonial katun prophecies dealing with 11 

Ahau Katun. The Paris Codex also has a series of katun prophecies, but again there seems to be little 

presently known material relatable to the Colonial material on the katun prophecies presented in this 

book. Perhaps as the hieroglyphs become better known more relationships will be found. 

     Aside from the phrases which are the same or similar, the phrase about the aspect of the katun 

(“(deity’s name) u uich” or “(deity’s name) u uich ti yahaulil”) is also given if present in either of the 

katun prophecies. This phrase is such a common feature in katun prophecies that the lack of this 

phrase would seem to indicate an oversight on the part of the scribe transcribing the passage. 

     A phrase which is always given in each katun prophecy is the place where the katun is established 

(“(place name) u he] katun”). It is interesting to note that the place names given for four of the katuns 

(from 9 Ahau Katun through 3 Ahau Katun) in “u uuɔ katunoob I” differ from those given in “u uuɔ 

katunoob II”. “U uuɔ katunoob II” gives “Ichcaanziho” (Merida) in all instances. Perhaps these place 

names changed depending on political situations, power structures, etc., and “u uuɔ katunoob II” 

reflected the realities of Spanish Colonial rule which was seated in Merida. In the edited version the 

place names given in “u uuɔ katunoob I” are used since it is felt that these place names reflect the 

pre-Columbian political situation. 

     On page 95 of the Codex Pérez and on pages 80-81 of the Chumayel there is a list of towns at 

which “the stone was created” for each katun (“te cħabi u tunil (place name)”, presumably meaning 

that the image of the katun was carved and set up at this town). It is not clear whether there is any 

relationship between the place at which this practice took place and the place where the katun was 

founded. 

 The following table gives the list of town given in “u uuɔ katunoob I” along side the lists from Codex 

Pérez and the Chumayel. The relationship between the Codex Pérez and the Chumayel is obvious, but 

there seems to be no connection between these two lists and the list from “u uuɔ katunoob I”. 
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DRESDEN P. 60 AS A KATUN PROPHECY 

 Page 60 of the Dresden Codex is thought to be the first page of a U Uuɔ Katun 

prophecy cycle. Thompson, in his “A Commentary of the Dresden Codex” (pp. 78-80), 

gives his reason why he feels that the rest of the pages dealing with this matter are 

missing. 

 Thompson also gives a number of reasons why he feels that the material on this page is 

a Katun prophecy, and in particular for the 11 Ahau Katun. One is that the hieroglyph for 

Katun 11 Ahau is given in glyph 13. Another is the appearance of the hieroglyph for the 

god Bolon Yocte, shown in glyph 7 and again in glyph 20. On line D007 of the 11 Ahau 

Katun prophecy Bolon Yocte is mentioned. (Pecnom pax, pecnom zoot Ah Bolon Yocte / 

the drum and the rattle of Ah Bolon Yocte shall resound) However, there are two other 

instances of the mention of Bolon Yocte, in line C039 of the Cuceb and in line D553 of 

the 13 Ahau Katun prophecy. There is another appearance of Bolon Yocte, on page 23 of 

the Ritual of the Bacabs. 

 In his commentary Thompson notes that glyph 11 represents war. There is in fact a 

stock phrase which indicates this, “emom halal, emom chimal” (the arrow shall descend, 

the shield shall descend). This phrase is to be found in line D363 of the prophecy for 8 

Ahau Katun, series I and again in line E674, in the prophecy for 8 Ahau Katun, series II. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION F 

     Section F, called in this book U Uuɔ Katunoob III, is not a complete cycle of katun 

prophecies, and perhaps is not intended to be. The katun prophecies in this series are of 13 

Ahau Katun, 11 Ahau Katun, 3 Ahau Katun, and 8 Ahau Katun.  

     There are three sources for the material presented in this section. Two of the sources, the 

Codex Pérez and the Tizimin, are essentially the same in the presentation of this material. They 

cover 13 Ahau Katun, 11 Ahau Katun, and 8 Ahau Katun. The third source, the Chumayel, on 

the other hand is defective in some areas but at the same time supplies material not found in the 

other two sources. It begins with introductory remarks which could serve as an introduction to 

the whole section, and then gives the prophecies for 11 Ahau Katun and 3 Ahau Katun. Thus 

the Chumayel is lacking in the prophecies for 13 Ahau Katun and 8 Ahau Katun but supplies 

material on 3 Ahau Katun which is lacking in the other two sources. 

     The Chumayel seems to be copied from a source which had suffered damage and may have 

been loose leafed. For example, a portion of the prophecy for 3 Ahau Katun given here on lines 

F241-F290 has as given in the Chumayel been inserted in the middle of the prophecy for 11 

Ahau Katun. For continuity reasons, the transcription given in this book leaves the prophecy for 

3 Ahau Katun in the middle of the prophecy for 11 Ahau Katun. There is also other material 

dealing with 3 Ahau Katun which is to be found at the end of this section on page 47 of the 

Chumayel and the transcript of this has been moved to join with the rest of the material on 3 

Ahau Katun. Despite the confusion in the Chumayel, notably on lines F238 and F265, the 

Chumayel text seems to have a certain continuity with the texts preceding and following its 

solo passages suggesting that it may contain material lost to the other two sources. Lines 

F193-F238 which are supplied only by the Chumayel continue the ritual material which began 

on line F111, and lines F265-F290, also supplied only by the Chumayel, seem to provided a 

natural lead-in to lines F294-F356. To add to the confusing situation in the Chumayel, at the 

end of line F238, which is the last phrase on page 44, there seems to be a break in the text. The 

word “xeli” is in a position that the copyist of the Chumayel used to indicate the first word on 

the next page, but the first word on the next page, page 45, is “lic” (line F265). The copyist also 

put the number 29 after “xeli”, seemingly referring to folio 29 (page 52), but this does not seem 

to be the case as the word “xeli” does not appear on that page nor anywhere else in the 

Chumayel. Further, the first few words of page 45 show signs that the copyist had difficulty in 

reading his source because there are some disjointed letters. 

     An interesting feature in Section F is the greater use of ritualistic passages than commonly 

found in other material presented in this book. For example, rituals involving the world 

direction colors are found in the following lines: F169-F192, F193-F203, F228-F235. 

     Unlike “u uuɔ katunoob I” and “u uuɔ katunoob II” which show a certain continuity in 

structure and style between all the katun prophecies, “u uuɔ katunoob III” shows no real 

continuity between the various prophecies. Even within the katun prophecies there seem to be 

breaks in continuity. This is why it is suggested above that Section F does not represent a 

portion of a cycle of katun prophecies but rather a loose collection of these prophecies. In fact, 

Barrera in his “El Libro de los Libros de Chilam Balam” has treated these prophecies as distinct 

and separate. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION G 

    Section G contains three historical narratives called variously U Tzolaan Katunoob, U 

Kahlay Katunoob, and U Kahlay U Xocaan Katunoob, all of which when roughly translated 

mean “the history of the katuns”. All three of these narratives are given in the Chumayel and 

appear in this section in the same order in which they are presented in that book. Only “u 

kahlay u xocaan katunoob I” has similar but not exactly parallel versions which appear in the 

Codex Pérez and the Tizimin. 

     U Kahlay U Xocaan Katunoob I is primarily a history of the founding and subsequent 

destruction and abandonment of settlements by the Itzas. 8 Ahau Katun is frequently the katun 

in which the destruction of these settlements took place. The three sources are inconsistent in 

their presentation of the katun count. The material presented on lines G130-G150 in particular 

shows much confusion between the three sources. In the edited version some of the lines are 

repositioned based on the count of the number of score of years since one of two destructions 

of Mayapan. Lines G113-G114 seemingly refer to a destruction of Mayapan four score and 

three years before an 11 Ahau Katun, i.e. in an 8 Ahau Katun, by “the foreigners from the 

mountains”. This is the same katun in which seven men from Mayapan with Nahuatl names 

destroyed Chi Cħeen Itza (lines G084-G099). These men might well be “the foreigners from 

the mountains”. Lines G122-G126 relate of another destruction of Mayapan, also in an 8 Ahau 

Katun. To further complicate matters in the Tizimin and to a lesser extent in the Codex Pérez 

there are incomplete and apparently superfluous katun cycles. In editing it has been decided not 

to included these seemingly superfluous counts, thus bringing the total number of katun cycles 

covered in this history to 4, that is from 8 Ahau Katun through four cycles to 7 Ahau Katun. 

     U Kahlay U Xocaan Katunoob II is primarily an account of the gathering of the Itzas from 

the four corners of the world at Chi Cħeen Itza. In this account this event happened in 4 Ahau 

Katun, but this date is not confirmed by the other two histories. There are also mentions of the 

destruction of settlements, in the first instance “because of the treason of Hunac Ceel”, which in 

“u kahlay u xocaan katunoob I” happened in a 8 Ahau Katun (see lines G085-G086) although 

no specific katun is given here, and in the second instance in an 8 Ahau Katun which is 

confirmed on lines G123-G126 of “u kahlay u xocaan katunoob I”. 

     U Kahlay U Xocaan Katunoob III is, as stated in the first line of this history, a history of 

the katuns for the Itzas. While some of the events given in this history are also given in either or 

both of the previous ones, such as the mention of Hunac Ceel, the dates given here do not 

generally match with the dates given in the previous two histories. This history is one katun 

short of being three complete katun cycles in length. Throughout most of the last cycle there is 

mention of in which place the stone of the katun is created (“(katun name) te cħabi (place 

name) u tunile”). There is a discussion of the place names given here and in another source in 

the introduction to the “Comparison of ‘u uuɔ katunoob I’ and ‘u uuɔ katunoob II”‘. 

     For a much more detailed discussion of the material presented here in Section G see Barrera 

and Morley’s article “The Maya Chronicles” in “Contributions to American Anthropology and 

History”, Volume X, Number 48. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION H 

     Section H is a transcription of the first 12 pages of the Chumayel. This material in this section is 

divided into two parts for which I have given the names ti can titzil caan (“to the four corners of the 

sky”) and lic u ximbal ah itza (“the wanderings of the Itzas”).  

 

Ti Can Titzil Caan 

     “Ti can titzil caan” contains what appear to be five different rituals. Of these five rituals the 

second, fourth, and fifth involve world directions. 

 

Ritual 1 (lines H001-H006) gives the names of the founders of the Canul, Cauich, Noh and Puch 

lineages. From the folio numbering it is clear that the first folio of the Chumayel is missing. Since it 

seems evident that this ritual was already begun on the now missing folio, the founder’s name for the 

Canul lineage is actually not given but has been lost with the loss of the first folio. 

 

Ritual 2 (lines H008-H039) lists the attributes of “ah muzen cab” (a deity of the bees) in his four 

aspects, each one with its world direction and corresponding world direction color. 

 

Ritual 3 (lines H040-H047) tells of the measuring of the land in an unspecified 11 Ahau Katun and 

gives a list of the names of the people who took part in this project. 

 

Ritual 4 (lines H049-H065) is a list of the names of people who became “hol poop” (“head of the 

mat”, a town official who oversaw the training of dancers and other participants for feast days and 

kept the paraphernalia which was needed for these occasions) and their associated world directions. 

 

Ritual 5 (lines H067-H074) is a flower ritual. A h-men apprentice of Kom Cħeen, Don Elutario, 

claims that these are the words one would say while placing the different colored “nicte” (plumeria) 

flowers in the pathway of a potential victim in order to kill him through witchcraft. 

 

     Maria Cristina Alvarez (1974) believes Rituals 1 and 2 to be related to Codex Dresden, pages 

30c-31c. In fact, as can be seen from the accompanying comparison of Ritual 2 with pages 29c-31c 

of the Codex Dresden, if Alvarez’s assertion is correct there seems reason to think that Dresden 29c 

should be the beginning point for this comparison since that is where the ritual-almanac using glyphs 

T 15.667:47 and T 1.667:130 begins. Alvarez relates Ritual 1 to Dresden 30c-31c mainly because of 

the use of the phrase “u chun”, found in lines H001, H003, H004, and H005 in the phrase “u chun u 

uinicil”. While “chun” does mean trunk or base of a plant (“u chun che”, “the trunk of a tree”) 

thereby allowing Alvarez to equate Ritual 1 with the picture accompanying Dresden 30c-31c which 

shows four Chacs each seated on the trunk of a tree, the word “chun” as used in the phrase “u chun u 

uinicil” most certainly means “the beginning of” or “the first of”, the whole phrase being, as Roys 

translates it (1933/1967), “the first of the men of (family name)”. Of course, because of the fact that 

there are two or more meanings for many words in the Yucatecan Mayan language puns can be often 

employed and the use of one “chun” in a picture when in fact the other “chun” is meant might be an 

example of such a pun. 

Lic U Ximbal Ah Itza 

     “Lic u ximbal ah Itza” is actually composed of four seemingly disjointed parts, two of which are 

related as will be shown. Throughout the Chumayel there seems to be problems of shuffled material 

as already mentioned in the section introduction to Section F which indicates that the copyist was 

working from one or more older manuscripts which were in bad shape at the time he made the 

Chumayel. 

Part 1 (lines H080-H121) is a list of persons and/or deities and the positions they held. Ruling either 

some or all of this group is Hunac Ceel whose other name is Ah Tapay Nok Cauich and who is a 

member of the Ah Mex Cuc lineage. His name appears on line H114, and it is not clear whether his 

subjects included the personages mentioned before line H109 or just those mentioned from H109 

through H112. Aside from the name of Hunac Ceel which is mentioned here in Part 1 and in Part 3 

(lines H255-H318), the names of Uayom Cħicħ, Ah Chable, Ah Canul, and Ah Kin Coba are also 

mentioned in both Parts 1 and 3, leading to the conclusion that Part 1 is probably misplaced and 

should actually be incorporated in Part 3. Even if it is true that Part 1 is misplaced, it is not perfectly 

clear where it should be placed in Part 3, although it would seem that Part 1 should be appended to 

Part 3 since Hunac Ceel had only just become set up as ruler near the end of Part 3 (lines H295-

H302). If the confusion about the order of the text were not enough, there seems to be confusion 

about when Hunac Ceel was ruling. In Part 3 in the lines before Hunac Ceel threw himself into the 

ɔonot at Chi Cħeen Itza to receive the prophecies which prompted people to proclaim him ruler it is 

stated that the time is the tun 11 Ahau or 11 Ahau Katun (lines H263 and H284) but then it is stated 

that he became ruler in 13 Ahau (line H308: It is not clear if 13 Ahau here is meant to be the day, the 

tun, or the katun. From line H288 though it would seem that 13 Ahau Katun is meant.). From the 

historical data presented in Section G Hunac Ceel appears in an 8 Ahau Katun (lines G084-G088 

with lines A697-A698 supporting this date), a 4 Ahau Katun (lines G212-G217), and a 5 Ahau Katun 

(lines G251-G252). Either Hunac Ceel was a personage of legendary proportions and thus was 

accorded a life span of biblical length or the name Hunac Ceel was assumed by various persons in 

Mayan History, one of whom we learn from the passage in Part 1 had the name of Ah Tapay Nok 

Cauich. 

Part 2 (lines H122-H254) is the part from which the name “lic u ximbal ah itza” is derived since it is 

in this part that the names of the places which the Itza passed through in their migration is given. In 

several instances the reason for a place name is also given. 

Part 3 (lines H255-H318) describes the settlement of the land, presumably by the Itzas, and seems to 

be a natural extension of Part 2. The first half of Part 3 (H255-H290) gives the names of people, their 

positions, and the places they settled. The second half of Part 3 (lines H291-H318) is mainly about 

the raise of Hunac Ceel to power. The account ends rather abruptly unless the statement above about 

Part 1 is taken into account. 

Part 4 (lines H320-H356) is either an historical account or a prophecy for an 8 Ahau Katun. If it is a 

prophecy it is not related to the prophecies for 8 Ahau Katun which are found in Sections D, E, or F. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION I 

     Section I, Zuyua Than yetel Naat, contains two lists of questions and their answers which town 

officials were expected to know to show that they rightfully held their positions. The first list, lines 

I001-I458, comes from two sources: the Chumayel and the Tusik. The second list, lines I460-I645, 

comes from the Chumayel only. 

     In the introductory remarks of the first list (lines I001-I032) there are two interesting points. The 

first is the mention of a “gobernador mariscal” (military governor) to whom this list is presented (line 

I001). Perhaps not coincidentally there is mention of a “gobernador mariscal” in “u kahlay u xocaan 

katunoob I”, who came to Yucatan in 1563 (line G168). The second is that the interrogation of the 

town officials with the material from the first list occurred on September 4, 1628, which according to 

the text is three years before the end of the 3
rd

 Ahau Katun. This correlation between the Mayan and 

Christian calendars is in keeping with the calendar correlations generally presented throughout the 

Yucatecan Mayan Colonial manuscripts. (See table of lines A730-A747 for an example of this 

correlation.) 

     In the first list some of the questions or riddles are numbered. There seems to be some confusion 

about this numbering. In editing the numbering sequence of the questions has been restructured to 

form three separate groups of riddles. These groups are lines I034-I112, I171-I268, and I275-I428. 

The questions of the second list were also numbered in the edited version even though there is no 

indication in the Chumayel source that they should be. This was done partly to be in keeping with the 

format of the first list and partly for the sake of clarity.  

     Some of the questions and/or answers of the second list are similar to questions and answers in 

the first list. The line numbers for this similar material from the first list are put in the right hand 

margin of the second list to aid in cross referencing. 
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION J 

     Section J, U Tzol Than Ah Kinoob (the interpretation (of visions) of the priests), contains the 

prophecy by the priest Chilam Balam about the coming of foreigners bringing with them a new 

religion as well as prophecies by other priest. This is the portion of Colonial Yucatecan Mayan 

literature which has received the most attention by outsiders to the Mayan culture since these 

prophecies became known by the Spanish friars. A portion of this section was published by Lizana in 

1633. Since the prophecy by Chilam Balam is the most important of these prophecies, it is from this 

prophet that the whole body of native Yucatecan Mayan literature has received its name, namely 

“The Books of Chilam Balam”. 

     With the exception of lines J001-J037 which are introductory remarks found only in the 

Chumayel, the only complete and continuous source for this section is from pages 65-75 of the 

Codex Pérez. The Tizimin would also be a complete source were it not for the fact that its folio 9 has 

been lost, this being the folio where lines J224-J315 should be found. Since the Codex Pérez is the 

only complete source, its order is the one which is followed in the presentation of the transcripts 

given here even though all other sources have a reversed order in the presentation of two of the 

prophecies. Since it is not significant as to which order is followed as far as meaning is concerned, it 

seems best to keep the order as presented in the Codex Pérez in as much as it is the guide source. 

     The Chumayel again shows a lack of continuity, a feature about the Chumayel already noted in 

the introductions to Sections F and H. In this case some of the material is found on pages 64-67 and 

the rest on pages 103-107. Also, for the prophecies found on pages 103-107 of the Chumayel there 

are always some additional lines of material which are not to be found in the other sources. It is 

difficult to tell whether these extra lines are from some more complete older source or whether they 

are something which the Chumayel copyist added because these extra lines are not out of character 

with the rest of the material presented in the prophecies. 
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